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THE SPRAY-THINNING OF 
NEWCASTLE APRICOTS 
By J. CRIPPS, B.Sc. (Hort.), Adviser, Horticultural Division 
THE spray-thinning of fruit trees is a difficult technique to master. Moreover, local climatic conditions increase the difficulties involved, for our warm winters tend to 
lead to delayed foliation which in turn means that fruit tree blossoms open over a 
long period and that individual trees of the same variety blossom at slightly different 
times. 
This applies to Newcastle apricots, but 
provided tha t the grower is prepared, if 
necessary, to spray some of his trees on a 
certain day and the remainder at a later 
date, spray-thinning can be carried out. 
The number of spray applications neces-
sary to t reat all the trees in a particular 
planting varies with winter temperatures. 
After a cold winter, when all the trees 
flower within two or three days, one appli-
cation would be sufficient but when blos-
soming is spread over ten days following 
a warm winter, three applications may be 
necessary. It must be emphasised t ha t if 
Newcastle apricots are to be thinned the 
spray must be applied when two-thirds of 
the blossoms are open or within two days 
of that date. If this is not done the 
effectiveness of the spray is reduced. 
Having outlined the difficulties let us 
look on the bright side. Firstly spraying 
is cheap. The total cost including the 
spray, the labour utilised and the wear and 
tear on equipment is slightly less than 
three shillings per tree, but hand thinning 
may cost 21s. Furthermore spray-thin-
ning as opposed to hand-thinning leads to 
a slight increase in fruit size, for the excess 
fruit is removed several weeks earlier. 
The material used is the sodium salt of 
DNC dissolved in water and sold as Dinoc, 
a weedkiller. This material contains 35 to 
36 per cent, of DNC which is only partially 
in solution and one pint of Dinoc should 
be added to nine pints of water to make 
ten pints of solution containing 3.5 to 3.6 
per cent, of Dinoc. Six pints of this solution 
should be added to 100 gallons of water to 
make the very dilute spray required con-
taining only 265 parts per million of 
NaDNC. The winter spray of DNC dis-
solved in oil is useless for spray-thinning. 
The trees must be sprayed very 
thoroughly, up to four gallons of spray pei 
tree being used, and spraying is a dirty 
job since DNC is a wool dye and stains the 
skin. Protective clothing should therefore 
be worn. 
Spray-thinning does not necessarily 
completely eliminate hand-thinning and 
it may be necessary to hand-thin clusters 
of fruit which have not been sufficiently 
thinned by the spray. The amount of 
hand-thinning required will however be 
very small unless the trees set an excep-
tionally heavy crop. 
It is suggested that growers who wish 
to follow the recommendations of this 
article spray-thin only half their trees and 
compare them with their unsprayed trees 
and that they contact their local adviser 
or instructor so that they may receive all 









To your tractor equipment 
and do your own earth moving 
jobs at big savings 
Full information from the W.A. Agents: 
BARROW LINTONS 
763-7 WELLINGTON STREET. PERTH. BA9I5I 
Hitch a Buttsworth Scoop to your 
tractor and see how easily you can do 
such necessary farm jobs as dam sink-
ing, road making, land draining, top-
soiling and silage pit construction. The 
Buttsworth features a new automatic 
tipping device, hydraulically operated 
door and interchangeable wheels. The 
scoop is worked in continuous movement 
by the tractor driver, making stopping 
unnecessary. Available in all sizes from 
i yard to 2 yard capacity. 
AWARD OF MERIT 
The Buttsworth Hydraulic Scoop re-
ceived the Orange Field Day Award of 
Merit for new implements after exten-
sive testing by the judges. It is your 
guarantee of efficiency and reliability. 
There is a hydraulic model for use with 
tractors with remote control hydraulic 
systems, and a standard model for trac-
tors with three-point linkage or tool-
bar. Wheels can be changed to permit 
cutting right up to wall or fence. 
Please mention Hie "Journal of Agriculture of WJC" when writing to advertiser* 
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